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（ ）1.经厦门大学保密委员会审查核定的保密学位论文，于   






























































When the company withdraws from the market, liquidation is the last line  
of defense to protect the creditor benefit. In the case of winding-up, the 
liquidator is the administrator of the corporate liquidation business. As the most 
important subject in the liquidation, whether the liquidator can duly perform is 
of great significance in the whole liquidation process. The regime in China is 
far from perfect both in legislation and in theory, and results in lots of 
difficulties in solving practical problems，and cannot protect the creditor benefit 
to the maximum extend.  
This essay has two main lines based on the said subject. One line is the 
perfection of liquidator mechanism. I will systematically review the 
shortcomings in the domestic mechanism and offer perfecting suggestions in 
terms of the non-bankruptcy liquidator’s qualification and appointment, rights 
and obligations, responsibilities and civil liabilities. The other line is centered 
on the creditor benefit protection. I will try to find out the boundary and 
approach to fully protect the creditor benefit in the liquidation mechanism. In 
specific, this essay has five chapters: 
Chapter one discusses the general theoretical problems of the liquidator in 
the case of winding-up, specifies the liquidator’s definition and legal position, 
and meanwhile states non-bankruptcy mechanism’s significant meaning to the 
creditor benefit protection.  
Chapter two discusses the qualification, appointment and dismissal of the 
non-bankruptcy liquidator. Based on the emphasis on the creditor benefit 
protection, I will give some suggestion about a detailed mechanism of the 
liquidator’s qualification and dismissal. 
Chapter three discusses the liquidator’s rights and obligations. Noticing 













necessity to improve the protection of creditor benefit, I agree with the 
“support theory” and “direct obligation theory” regarding to whether the 
liquidator has obligation to the creditors. 
Chapter four discusses the liquidator’s responsibility. Based  on the 
comprehensive analysis of the liquidator’s responsibilities, the suggestion of 
improving the creditor’s notification process is proposed.  
Chapter five discusses the liquidator’s civil liability to the creditors. A 
detailed comparison and analysis is made in terms of the civil liability’s 
content, nature, undertaking approach, scope and enforcement with the aim to 
better protect the creditor benefit. 
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⑥原文为“One Who is Appointed in the Case of a Company Which is being Wound up by the Court, to Secure that 
the Assets are Got in, Realized and Distributed to Creditors and, if There is a Surplus ,to Those Entitled to It.”参见 
CURZON, L. B. Dictionary of Law(6)[Z]. 北京: 法律出版社, 2003. 253.  
⑦ 原文为“A Person Appointed to Wind up a Business’s Affairs, esp. by Selling off Its Assets.”参见 
GARNER,BRYAN A. Black’s Law Dictionary (7) [Z].St. Paul :West Publishing Co, 1999. 942. 
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